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ŌREWA COLLEGE  

Ōrewa College have been allocated
120 hours of MoE PLD funding to
work with Field Based STEM. Their
plan is to build upon an initiative of
two teachers, team teaching, an
integrated project between
Geography and Outdoor Education.
This project is for Year 10 students
at the College. 
Head of Outdoor Education, Joel
Dickinson and Geography teacher
Matt Harrison have been team
teaching since the start of the year,
with the paramount aim of getting
students outside, learning about
and experiencing their local
environment. 
Their students are already giving the
class a big thumbs up following
several opportunities to learn about
and engage with the beach, estuary
and other local spots with a series of
fun and active events. 
The PLD initiative allows the
integrated project to be enhanced
even further with the development
of a range of field based activities as
well as developing ideas for other
similar projects. 
 

RIPPLES TELL A STORY

Symmetrical ripples in the estuary inform
us that this is a point in the estuary where
the overall average energy is matched in
both directions at right angles to the
ripples' length.

"I wish all PLD providers made the application
process this easy"
-Deputy Principal, Richard Wells

 



CURVED OR LOBED
RIPPLES

These are a result of mulitple flows -
providing some net depositional
points and some net erosional
points. The ripples are modified and
'point' in the direction of the
dominant flow

LONGITUDINAL STUDIES

Section of the estuary prepared for
investigation of rates of accumulation
of sediment and recovery of
ecosystems. Field studies that Dr.
Fabrice Stephenson (NIWA) and Dr.
Rebecca Gladstone-Gallagher
(University of Auckland) are running.

Matt demonstrates how students
can easily investigate the concept of
velocity in the outdoors. Velocity is
greatest towards the centre of the
channel and is slowed down by
frictional/drag forces at the edges.

"Applying for this PLD was really
straightforward. Tony takes the
time to discuss what you are
looking for from Field Based STEM
and then talks you through the
application process. I'm excited
about the resources we are going
to create from this" - Matt Harrison,
Lead Teacher, Orewa College

  

FIND OUT MORE at
www.fieldbasedSTEM.com 



FUTURE TRACE FOSSILS

Animal tracks
Tracks such as these, left by Gastropods
may one day become preserved as trace
fossils.  

SEA LEVEL RISE

Although sea level rise is a concern
for all parts of NZ, it is an ever
present issue for residents of Ōrewa.
On occasion, following the
coincidence of a King Tide and
storms out at sea, the College car
park has been known to be
inudated by the sea.

Iron oxide
An animal burrow preserved due to a
coating of iron oxide. A solid candidate
for fossilisation within future
sedimentary rocks.

  

Find out how to access this MoE
funding for yourself at:

https://FieldBasedSTEMinYourRegion
.as.me/MOEfundedPLD

or visit www.fieldbasedSTEM.com



TONY JONES

Tony has spent 40 years in secondary school
classrooms – “and loved every minute”. 
He has been HoD Science in the UK,
Mocambique, Edgecumbe College and Tokoroa
High School. He has also been Deputy Principal
in the UK, Edgecumbe College and Te Aratika
Academy. 
Tony was one of the early graduates of Mind
Labs Post Graduate Certificate in Digital &
Collaborative Learning from which he
developed a special interest in digital
resources to support EOTC and Assessment for
Learning.
 JULIAN THOMSON

Julian Thomson spent 14 years as a high school
teacher, focusing on earth and environmental
sciences as well as outdoor learning. He also has
significant experience as a teacher mentor and
with curriculum development.
For 13 years he was the full time geoscience
outreach educator at GNS Science where he
engaged with schools and the public through
presentations, web content, workshops, field
trips, YouTube videos and social media.
He now runs his own science communication
company Out There Learning Ltd
https://outtherelearning.co.nz/ 

Our People

AARON MC CLOY

Aaron designed and set up an aquaculture mini
facility at Kaitaia College, where they successfully
bred paua and educated over 1500 students on the
environmental restoration required for this toanga
species. He worked for 25 years teaching biology
and environmental education, mostly in the Far
North. 
Recently he was responsible for running the Moana
Restoration Courses for Papa Taiao and this
included some exciting STEM applications
including working with students prototyping and
building a fully functional underwater drone which
was used for underwater surveys and marine pest
identification. 
 


